The Young Archies Awards are modelled on the famous Archibald Prize. The awards are presented in year categories, for the best portrait of a man, woman or child, created by a student in a Tasmanian government school or college, during the 12 months preceding the closing date; Friday 9 August 2013.

Portraits may be entered in the following categories:
- Kindergarten to year 2
- Years 3 – 4
- Years 5 – 6
- Years 7 – 8
- Years 9 – 10
- Years 11 – 12

Conditions of entry
- Each student may enter 1 portrait only at the school / college level. Schools / colleges are asked to forward a maximum of 4 portraits only per year category from each school / college.
- Students can use oil, acrylic, watercolour and/or mixed media.
- The portrait may be created on any shaped paper, canvas or wood (2 dimensional)
- The portrait must be no larger in size than 10,000 square cm e.g. 1m x 1m and no smaller than A4. These measurements apply to the actual work of art and not mounting.
- The portraits may be mounted, but heavy frames and glass are not permitted.
- Portraits submitted for the Young Archies Award must be of someone personally known to the student. The portrait subject can be reproduced from life, from a photograph or from memory.
- The student’s teacher or parent / carer must sign the signature label to confirm that the portrait is completely the student’s own work.
- The student’s parent / carer and the student must sign the signature label to give permission for the display of the work.

Details of awards
All students are encouraged to enter. Participation certificates will be awarded to all students, with prizes as indicated below.
- Category winners ($100)
- Overall winner ($150)
- People’s choice ($100)
- Packers’ choice ($100)
- Department of Education Secretary’s Award ($100)

Closing date for entries
Entries will be received between Monday 12 August and Friday 16 August 2013 at Learning Services (South), 213 Cambridge Rd., Warrane 7018, 8.00 am to 4.00 pm

Late entries will not be catered for.
Postage costs (regular mail costs only) for forwarding the portrait/s from each school will be covered by the Department for those schools / colleges outside of the Hobart area. Student work will be returned to schools as soon as practicable after the close of the exhibition.

**Young Archies Exhibition**
Portraits will be exhibited for 2 weeks at the Tasmanian College of the Arts, Hunter Street, Hobart; Sunday 25 August to Sunday 8 September 2013.

**Judging criteria**
Each entry must:
- be an original work
- depict a person personally known to the student
- capture the essence of the subject

**Entry form and Signature label**
- *All entries must* have the entry form attached to the front of the work, bottom right hand corner
- *All entries must* have the signature label attached to the back of the work
- *Please print clearly or type on both documents*

---

**Attach to the BACK of the work:**

**Young Archies signature label**

Student Name (please print): ________________________________________________
Year
School
Class teacher Name and Signature: ________________________________________

I, ___________________________ certify that this portrait entry is the student's own work
Signed: ___________________________

Parent / Carer Name and Signature:

I, ___________________________ certify that this portrait entry is the student's own work
Signed: ___________________________

I give permission for my child's work to be displayed under their name and re-produced for DoE publications if required
Signed: ___________________________

Portrait Subject Name ______________________________________________________

Student Display Permission
I, ___________________________ give permission for my work to be displayed for the Young Archies
Signed: ___________________________

---

Department of Education
Attach to the FRONT of the work:
Young Archies Entry Form

Student Name (please print): ________________________________

Year _________________________________________________

School ________________________________________________

Title of Portrait: ________________________________________

Short description of the entry (maximum 100 words):

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________